Park LONGER and SAVE MORE at KLIA during this festive season.
Promotion from 10th – 28th February 2018.

PREFERRED PARKING
(Block B & C Level 2)
* Valet option for additional
RM15
SHORT TERM
CARPARK
(Block
A - C)
* Valet option for additional
RM15

NORMAL
RATE FOR 4
DAYS
RM576
(RM144/day)

NEW RATE
FOR 4
DAYS
RM388
(RM97/day)

SAVINGS
FOR 4
DAYS
RM188

SUBSEQUENT
DAYS

RM184
(RM46/day)

RM152
(RM38/day)

RM32

RM38/DAY

RM88/DAY

*Valet counter located at Departure Gate 7, Level 5, KLIA
Enjoy 20% of on Airport FastTrack @KLIA service.
Kindly visit premieraccess.klia@samasamahotels.com for more info.

TERMS & CONDITIONS (T&C)
1. The promotion period is from 10th February 2018 (00:00 hours) until 28th February 2018
(23:59 hours).
2. Short Term Car Park
The promotional rate of RM38 per day is only applicable for cars parked at Short Term Car Park
Block A, B and C, KL International Airport (KLIA) during the promotion period.
3. Preferred Parking
The promotional rate of RM97 per day for the first four (4) days and RM88 for subsequent days
are only applicable for cars parked in the KLIA Preferred Parking area at Block B, Level 2 and
Block C, Level 2 during the promotion period.
4. The promotion day rates applies to cars parked for 24 hours. In the event that the parking is
less than 24 hours, promotion rates will not be applicable.
5. For lost ticket kindly proceed to our Customer Service Counter at Block B & C Level 2.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)
1. How do I get to enjoy the promotion parking rate?
Park your car at KLIA Short Term Car Park Block A, B or C from 10th February (00:00
hours) till 28th February (23:59 hours). The promotion rate is applicable for a minimum of 24
hours parked in a day. For less than 24 hours parking the normal rate shall apply.
2. What happens if I enter the parking lot on 9th February and exit on 12th February 2018?
Will I be able to enjoy this promotional parking rate?
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The promotional rate is applicable only if you park from 10th February (00:00 hours) till 28th
February (23:59 hours). In this case, if you park on 9th February (06:00 hours) until 12th
February (06:00 hours) you will be entitled to the promotional rate for three (3) days for 10th –
12th February while normal parking rates will be charged for the 9th February parking hours.
3. If I park four (4) days and three (3) hours, how much should I pay?
The four (4) days parking will be entitled for promotional rate and normal rate will be charged
for the remaining three (3) hours.
4. Do I need to validate my Touch ‘n Go card prior to my exit?
No but please ensure sufficient balance in the card.
5. Where is the Preferred Parking?
Preferred Parking is located at Block B & C Level 2.
6. How do I use the valet services at the preferred parking?
Simply drop your car at the valet service counter at Departure Gate 7, Level 5, KLIA. Upon
your arrival kindly inform that you choose to park at Preferred Parking.
7. How is the RM15 charged for the valet?
The RM15 is a one-time charge for the valet service which is to be paid upon your exit
together with your parking fees.
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